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  All	  op&cal	  access	  network	  (GPON):	  TV+IP	  

  Save	  energy	  in	  TLC	  networks	  

  QoS	  management:	  Service	  Level	  Agreement	  

  So9ware	  Defined	  Network	  approach	  

  Test	  bed	  

  QoS	  measurements	  	  

  Energy	  saving	  vs	  QoS:	  results	  

  TV	  over	  fiber	  

  OpEcal	  wireless	  

  Conclusions	  
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  In core networks switch-off of links with low 
traffic. 

  Several algorithms defined 

  Fixed Upper Fixed Lower (FUFL): Both the 
routing of IP traffic (upper virtual layer) and 
the realization of light paths (lower WDM 
layer) are fixed over time.  

 We allow to shift traffic between parallel 
light paths though. Line cards of empty light 
paths are switched off. 



FP7 MPLANE 



 Throughput, Packet loss, jitter, delay (RTT) 
 Generally speed test based on TCP. It 

does not measure line capacity! 
  In MPLANE QoS measurement also to 

verify SLA: 
◦ TCP test for Layer 4 
◦ UDP test for Layer 2 (line capacity) 



  Input for orchestrator: traffic 
measurement to switch off links with low 
load; 

  Input for orchestrator to identify network 
anomalies 

 Reaction to manage routers by means of 
Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) 
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  Complete optical network for TV and IP services 
  Experimental demonstration of energy saving and 

QoS control based on SDN 
  In this experimental approach QoS and Energy 

Saving do not introduce conflicts in the 
procedures 

  TV over fiber 
  Optical wireless 
  Investigation on wider networks 
  Further investigation on App 
  SMNP vs OPENFLOW 


